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MethodIntroduction

Aims

A total of 224 participants took part in an online experiment. Participants were excluded

based on predefined performance criteria, leaving 154 participants (71 female, 80 male, 3 

non-binary; aged 18-59, M = 26.20, SD = 7.67) for session 1. Throughout the experiment, 

participants completed two perceptual decísion-making tasks with confidence ratings:

Dot Comparison (DC) Task: 

Which box has more dots?

Visual Search (VS) Task: 

On which side is ?

On each trial, participants could request to see the stimuli again at a cost before reaching a 

final decision. Metacognition was modelled using an extended signal detection theory

framework based on participants‘ confidence ratings after each decision (Fleming, 2017).

The experiment consisted of 2 sessions, separated by at least 24 hours:

Information-Seeking in Tasks:

Session 1 - Training Manipulation:

Participants completed 48 trials of both

perceptual decision-making tasks before

and after 144 trials of a metacognitive

feedback training (or control) intervention.

Session 2 - Confidence Manipulation: 

24 trials of both tasks. Then, ¾ of participants

received fixed social-comparative feedback

before completing the remaining 24 trials of

either task; ¼ constituted a control group. 

Training Feedback:

The control group were only shown

their selection and confidence rating.

Single-trial 

performance 

feedback

Task stimulus 

reminder

Confidence 

reminder

Selection reminder
The control group were shown their

current score, then asked to continue.

Confidence Feedback:
Block-wise performance 

feedback (score for 24 trials)

Fixed social comparative 

performance feedback: 

better than 25% (“below 

average”), 50% (“average”), 

or 75% (“above average”)

Feedback was displayed for 5 

seconds before participants 

could choose to continue

Metacognition describes the ability to reflect on 

our own mental processes:

• Being able to accurately evaluate one’s own 

behaviours and decisions is indicative of good 

metacognition.

• Over- or underestimating one’s performance 

reflects poor metacognition.

Since metacognition can influence many cognitive 

processes such as learning, decision-making, and 

information-seeking, there is much interest in the 

development of metacognitive training 

interventions for therapeutic and educational 

purposes (Jelinek et al., 2016; Jones et al., 2020). 

However, there is only limited and mixed 

evidence that metacognitive ability can be 

improved through training (Carpenter et al., 2019; 

Haddara & Rahnev, 2022; Rouy et al., 2022). 

➜ How can metacognitive training be effective? 

What type of feedback is most beneficial?

• Testing a novel training paradigm based on 

single-trial feedback in the domain of perception 

➜ might improve metacognitive ability and/or 

influence information-seeking behaviour?

• Investigating the influence of confidence 

feedback on metacognitive performance            

➜ potential effects of different feedback types?



Results

Coloured bars indicate statistically significant (p<.05) group differences driving an interaction. Error bars show 95% Confidence Intervals.

For session 2, we found:

• A significant interaction of feedback and time for overall

accuracy in the VS task (F = 3.38, p = .0.02), with greater 

changes for participants in the high performer condition (“above 

average” performance) than the control condition. There was no 

such interaction for the DC task (F = 0.19, p = 0.91).

• Main effects of time for overall accuracy (DC and VS, increase), 

metacognitive sensitivity (DC and VS, increase), metacognitive 

confidence bias (DC, decrease), as well as the number of 

information-seeking trials (DC and VS, decrease), i.e. similar 

changes as could already be observed for the first session.

We also compared session 1 and 2 and found that:

• The interaction effects for metacognitive sensitivity and changes in metacognitive sensitivity in the VS task persisted for more than 24 

hours (F = 15.04, p < .001 for metacognitive sensitivity and F = 8.10, p = .01 for changes in metacognitive sensitivity). 

• There were main effects of time for overall accuracy (DC and VS, increase), metacognitive sensitivity (DC, increase), changes in meta-

cognitive sensitivity (VS, decrease), metacognitive confidence bias (DC, decrease), and information-seeking trials (DC and VS, decrease).

For session 1, we found:

• A significant interaction of condition and time for

metacognitive sensitivity for the VS task (F = 4.56, p = .03), 

but not for the DC task (F = 3.53, p = .06). 

• A significant interaction of condition and time for within-trial 

changes in metacognitive sensitivity for the VS task (F = 

5.58, p = .02), but not for the DC task (F = 0.23 p = .63).

• Main effects of time for overall accuracy (DC and VS, 

increase), metacognitive sensitivity (DC and VS, increase), 

metacognitive confidence bias (DC, decrease), and the number 

of information-seeking trials used (DC and VS, decrease).
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Discussion

References

Next Steps

Conclusions

What might make metacognitive training more effective?

• Single-trial feedback has shown to be more effective than 

the block-wise feedback used in previous experiments 

(Carpenter et al., 2019; Rouy et al., 2022). 

• Nonetheless, additional block-wise feedback might also 

help participants evaluate their performance more 

accurately by identifying potential biases and encouraging 

participants to make full use of the confidence scale.

• The improvement of metacognitive sensitivity was likely due 

to the inclusion of reminders in the single-trial feedback 

participants received during the training intervention (cf. 

Haddara & Rahnev, 2022).

What kind of feedback is most beneficial?

• Confidence feedback did not consistently affect 

metacognition across tasks, although it might 

influence it indirectly, e.g. through effects on first
order task performance (Zacharopolous et al., 2014).

• Considering the consistency of main effects of time across tasks and sessions and the 

role of reminders during training, training time intervals should be selected carefully.

Single-trial 

and/or block-

wise feedback?

Training length, 

intervals, and 

duration?

Effects of task type, 

attention, motivation, 

and/or confidence?
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Metacognitive Task Difficulty

While metacognitive decisions in 

the VS task are binary (“   was or

was not identified“), evaluating the

DC task might be more difficult.

Was the metacognitive training effective compared to the control intervention? 

Overall, it appears that metacognitive abilities could be improved through metacognitive 

training. However, there was no effect of training on information-seeking behaviour.

• More specifically, participants who received training could better discriminate between 

correct and incorrect decisions (metacognitive sensitivity), but continued to rate their 

overall confidence (metacognitive bias) similarly to the control group.

• Effects were different for the two tasks, with no statistical significance for the training task 

(DC), but long-lasting effects (> 24 hours) for the VS task. This is partly explainable 

through changes from the first to final decision – in the VS task, participants might have 

found it easier to decide whether they thought they had seen the target stimulus or 

whether they were guessing. ➜ Metacognitive difficulty might vary by task.

• Further test and improve paradigm across

different tasks and domains (e.g. memory, 

rather than perception) and determine whether

effects are reliable.

• Investigate which factors influence information-

seeking behaviour and how they interact with

(first order and) metacognitive performance.

• Consider role of other factors such as attention, 

motivation, self-efficacy, confidence, local/global 

metacognition, and how they change over time 

(as a result of or independently of training).
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• Statistically significant interactions were found for 

the VS task, but not the training task (DC) itself, 

which suggests that training effects might 

partly depend on the type of task used.

Using a novel paradigm training participants on a 

perceptual decision-making task, we provide 

evidence that metacognitive ability can be 

trained. However, metacognitive training did not 

seem to affect information-seeking behaviour.

➜ If metacognition can be trained, this 

means we can improve our ability to evaluate 

our cognitive processes. Still, it remains to 

be seen which factors influence whether and 

how we can learn to improve this ability...


